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Abstract 
The discretization error of line in discrete global grid system is a major factor which affect the  precision of  discretization
line and accuracy of the result of the spatial analysis. The error source of  discretization of line were analysed firstly in this 
article. Then a experiment was designed to calculate the true length and discretization length of a line. A linear 
relationship was gotten by error analysis between true length and discretization length. The results of error analysis also 
show that the maximum and minimum relative error of  discretization line were 14.52% and -10.4%. 
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1. Introduction 
Discrete global grid system is a multi-resolution, hierarchical spatial data structure. It is a triangular parting grid system 
that the point, line and polygon are all expressed by triangular partitions. The discretization based on triangular partitions 
is an important research field in discrete global grid system. The discretization error of line is researched in this article 
through error source analysis and calculation experiment. As STQIE(YuanWen, 2000) is a representative discrete global 
grid system with less length and area distortion, it is selected as experiment example. 
2. The research method  
The line is expressed by triangular partitions in discrete global grid system. A line in discrete global grid system is 
shown in Figure1.  
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Figure 1. Line in discrete global grid system. 
   The error source of discretization line come from several principal aspects as follows: the method of expression of the 
line; curvature of the line; the position of the line when it was just along the great circle arc on a sphere; the positions of
the starting point and the finishing point. 
   A research metod based on calculation experiment was selected to find the error rule of discretization line. The main 
steps as follows: Firstly several ideal arcs on a sphere as the standard line were selected and their true length were 
calculated;  Then the discretization length of these arcs were calculated; Finally the errors between  true length and 
discretization length of these arcs were calculated and the rule of errors were analysed. 
3. The calculation of true length and discretization length  
The arcs evenly on the sphere are selected as line research objects, so the discretization error distribution rule could be 
researched. On the sphere, six points evenly on northern hemisphere are selected. The coordinates of  the six points are 
˄60ˈ30˅,˄60ˈ60˅,˄180ˈ30˅,˄180ˈ60˅,˄300ˈ30˅and˄300ˈ60˅. From each point to its eight 
neighbors, there are eight arcs.   
Figure 2. Point o and arcs from point o to its neighbors. 
 As show in Fogure2, point o is one of the selected six point and its coordinates are (60,60). Point A,B,C,D,E,F,G are its 
neighbors. A,G,D are on the same latitude, so the B,O,E and C,H,F. The interval among the three latitudes is 100.  A,B,C 
are on the same longitude, so the G,O,H and D,E,F. The interval among the three longitudes is also 100. The length of  
eight arcs  are calculated as standard length. The calculation method of distance between two points on a sphere is as 
follows: 
 If L is the distance between point A and point B on a sphere, the coordinates of A is (L1, B1), the  coordinates of B is 
(L2, B2), R is the radius of the sphere, then L can get by knowledge of  spherical trigonometry and the formula is as follows:
                             L =R × arccos[cos(L1- L2)cos B1 cosB2 +sin B1 sinB2 ]                                              ˄1˅
In this experiment, R is earth radius and its value is 6378137 meters. 
4. The calculation of  discretization length  
In this experiment, the length of side of a triangular parting represent the length of a line which include in the triangular 
parting. if l is the length of side of a triangular parting,  n is the number of triangular partings that a line through, S is the 
discretization length of  the line, the formula of S is as follows: 
S = l × n                                                                                           ˄2˅
According to the beforehand research result(ming tao, 2008) ,the stable partition level of a discrete global grid system is 
10 and the mean relative error of length of side is -3.85%. So in this experiment, the length of side of a triangular parting 
is 96.15% of the ideal length of side of the triangular parting in this level. Because level 10 is the stable level, then the 
discretization length are calculated on the partition level above 10. The partition level of 10,13,16 and 19 are selected. 
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5. The experiment data and linear analysis  
According to the Figure2 and the calculation method above, the length of eight arcs from point o to their neighbors and 
their discretization length are calculated. The result in partition level 10 is show in table 1:  
Table 1. The true length of arcs and their discretization length. 
Arc True length(meter) Discretization length.(meter) 
OH 1113194.907933 2318070.1508221771 
OG 1436940.785526 2972849.7064115326 
OF 963748.494472 2212703.3257844551 
OE 1500778.564401 3371738.4011955438 
OD 1113194.907933 2385805.9669170305 
OC 1500778.564401 3296476.3833117322 
OB 963748.494472 2242808.1329383645 
OA 1436940.785526 3484631.4280212615 
A linear regression analysis test is done between true length data and discretization length data in Table 1. There is an 
obvious linear correlation relations between true length and discretization length as show in Figure 3. The correlation 
coefficient is 0.956. 
    
Figure 3. Linear regression analysis between true length and discretization length. 
According to the experiment step above, the true length and discretization length in 4 partition levels of 6 points with 
48 arcs are calculated. After linear regression analysis, linear correlation relations between the true length and 
discretization length of all the arcs in 4 partition levels. So a linear relation formula could be gotten. 
If the true length of a line is L, discretization length of this line is D,then:
                                                                        D = k× L                                                                                 ˄3˅
     The k values of 48 arcs are calculates, and the results show in Table 2 as follows: 
Table 2. The results of  k. 
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Partition Level 10 13 16 19 
Poin
ts
(60,30) 2.223218644247373   
(60,60) 2.317111293673311   
(180,30) 2.115232908820187   
(180,60) 2.215045961653168   
(300,30) 2.223218644247373   
(300,60) 2.317111293672513   
Mean value of k 2.31969342672280 
In Table 2, the mean value of k with showing two decimal places is 2.32. So the discretization length of a  line in 
discrete global discrete system can be calculated as follows: 
If the mean length of side of triangular partings is E, the count of  triangular partings which a line through  is Count,
then the discretization length of the line L is :     
                                                                L = k × E × Count                                                                     ˄4˅
Apply k = 2.32  to (4): 
                                                   L = 2.23× E × Count                                                                              ˄5˅
Recalculating the discretization length of 48 arcs with formula(5), the relative errors are as follows: 
         
Figure 4.Center Point is˄60,30˅.                                                                Figure 5.Center Point is˄60,60˅
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Figure 6.Center Point is˄180,30˅.                                                             Figure 7.Center Point is˄180,60˅
                                         
Figure 8.Center Point is˄300,30˅.                                                                   Figure 9.Center Point is˄3000,60˅
In the above six figures, abscissa represents the number of each arc, ordinate represents the relative errors and the 
legend represents the partition level. In the calculation results, the maximal positive error is 14.52%, the maximal negative 
is -10.47%, the error with minimal absolute value is -0.037%. The relative errors have little change with the increase of 
partition level. So if a low resolution partition is expressed by high resolution partition, the change of accuracy is 
inconspicuousness with the increase of partition level. 
5. Conclusion 
   The discretization error of line in discrete global grid system is analyesd in this article. An experiment was designed 
base on STQIE which is a representative discrete global grid system with less length and area distortion The relationship 
between true length and discretization length was researched and a conclusion was drawn that there was linear 
relationship between them. The linear coefficient and linear relationship formula were gotten. The  discretization length 
was calculated by the linear relationship formula. The relative errors were between  14.52% and -10.4%. Another 
conclusion was also drawn that increase partition level has little affect on the accuracy when a low low resolution partition 
is expressed by high resolution partition. 
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